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Imost every day I get emails from animal shelters begging me to care for
kittens until they're old enough to go up for adoption. Shelters (the term
I'm going to use for both independent rescues and municipal facilities) are
desperate for foster homes to take what I call "tweans"- weaned but too
young to survive in a shelter.
Gemma Smith, the administrative manager of the ASPCA Kitten Nursery New York City,
says foster homes allow underage kittens to grow up protected from disease and excess
stress they may face in shelters. Kitten fosters feed and socialize kittens, weighing them
regularly to make sure the little furballs are on a healthy track. I know when I take these

little guys, I'm a lifesaver. You can be, too.
catster.com
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Create a resort

I

Gemma says, "lt's best to keep a new foster kitten
separate from resident pets to give them the adequate sca::
to grow and play safely while they adapt to their new e^,

to your resuffle, reach out to
your city/county animal shelter about their fostering opporiunities. Or, talk to an associate at your pet supply store
about independent groups that hold adoption events onsite.
\ttending these events gives you a chance to talk to volun-

ronment."
Louise Holton, founder and President of Alley Ca: 3:i: - =
and one of the pioneers in the TNR movement in th: - :=l
r,'ou'
^:l
- ';
States, says to prepare a warm welcorne 'o;

:eers and get info.
Every shelter and rescue organization has different policies,
so ask the shelter some of the following questions to see if it is
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resort. A on:-:o:^'::-,',iii '::3-: !:3., leoending on instruc4---

the Sne ie' 3'3:a::S i'OJl'C',',f1 petS ffOm pafaSiteS
and diseases the kliten rnai' ce carr)'ing and allows the kitten
a quiet place to get accusiomed to the sounds and smells of
your home, lf you simply let him out in the house, he's going to
feel overwhelmed. He'll hide and potty wherever he feels safe.

tiOnS frOm

It's likely you'll be expected to provide day-to-day supplies
,,,,ell as transportation to and from the shelter, veterinary

Dr. Cynthia Rigoni of Houston's All Cats Veterinary Clinic
plus the veterinarian for the Houston Humane Society

events.
catster.com
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vet trips, medicating, feeding frequency, socialization.)
Do you cover veterinarY exPenses?
Where is your vet? Where do I have to pick up medications? (lf you have to drive 45 minutes every time the
kitten needs shots or medicine, I can assure you, it's a

r' Will I have any say if euthanasia is necessary?
=

Cr

quiet cage equiPPed with

: good fit for you.
y' How long will I be expected to foster the kitten?
r/ What are the specific needs of my foster kitten? (Frequent
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foster a.kitten
recommends putting foster kittens in a cage instead of a bathroom as it gives you easy access to the kitten. Early on you can
isolate him and later bring the enclosure into the family area.
Between kittens, you can wash the cage at the car wash.
Dr. Rigoni warns against providing clumping litter to kittens
under 6 months. Tweans play in the cat box and eat the litter,
which may form a potentially deadly intestinal obstruction.
The younger the kitten, the more urgent the need for
warmth. For kittens under 8 weeks, the room temperature
should be maintained at 80- to 85-degrees Fahrenheit.

Make him feel safe

Get social
ln a shelter, the kittens who get adopted are the outgoing ones who run up to people wanting attention. One of your
most important jobs is to help your kitten develop the confidence to be that kitten.
The twean period, between 2to 7 weeks, also happens to
be a kitten's critical socialization period. This is when Mom
teaches the lifelong lessons that keep him alive. He learns the

difference between what is safe and what wants to eat him.
Situations and animals not introduced during this period are,
b),'default, suspect in his mind. Exposing him to a variety of
people and animals will help Fluffy accept nove! situations as
he matures.

Mary Anne Miller, the founder of Cats, Inc. in Oregon
and foster mom of thousands of kittens, says, "These kittens
are away from their mother and siblings for the first time.

Th:i'

Dr. Rigoni handles her kittens 15 minutes every day: handling paws, opening mouths, playing with toes and touching
ears so kittens become accustomed to things a vet would do
during a routine exam. Then, she
prepares the kitten for his new
home by "playing with him like
you're a 3-year-old, but gently."
She dangles them like dancing
kittens and even gently pulls the
tail. She says this is what you have
to grab if the kitten dashes out the
front door.
Tweans need more interaction
than just one person. lf you live
alone, invite other people over to
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play with him.

Build trust
Not every kitten warms
up easily to people. Fluffy's mom
may have already taught him
humans want to eat him. Maybe
you've betrayed trust by giving
nasty-tasting meds. lf he's reluctant to interact, he may need a
course in trust building.

I

whole world has been rocked. They're going to suffer from
separation anxiety. Don't just put them in a bathroom and
shut the door. Put stuffed animals with them. Lowering the
Iighting calms them down." To help Fluffy feel safe, give him a
sanitary and disposable hiding place, like a cardboard box or
paper bag (without handles).
Before you release your

little kraken, Louise

to do
an assessment. lf he approaches you and he's curious about
what's happening outside the bathroom door, Iet him out for
supervised excursions. Only do this after FELV testing and fecal
check. Each outing can last longer, until he's comfortable with
the home and other pets and knows where his litter box is.
says

catster.com

Try these trust-building tips:
-$ lf he's free-feeding, he doesn't
A care whether you visit or not.
lnstead, offer a small spoonful of canned cat food or turkey
baby food treats whenever you enter the rooffi, and offer
frequent hand-fed meals to have him look forward to your
visits. Toss his kibble one piece at a time and he'll love you.
When Fluffy is hungryt Mary Anne sits motionless on the floor
offering small balls of cream cheese, liverwurst or Cheese Whiz
from an open hand. Sometimes she rubs chicken grease on
her wrists. Nofe: When the kitten takes the food, don't try to touch
him.
Play with Fluffy with a feather wand toy. That gives the
kitten distance from you.
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pay the vet bills, providing you a'-.'ge clinic r,,isits with them.
Shelters have vets on staff or ha\,: -i'rangements with specific
vets. These vets provide deep disccunts, whereas out-of-network vets (to steal a term from th e health-insurance industry)

charge full price. lf you simply take the kitten to your personal
vet, you may be stuck paying the bill.

Avoid foster failure
The essence of fostering a kitten is caring for him as if

,

he were your own, then letting him go. Getting attached ls
hazard of the gig.
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Naming a pet is an intimate act and creates a dees:' : I I never name my fosters, at least

not names that ar:

ful to me. I call them Tabby,Callie or Spot after a 3- ,: := .::'lbute or, better yet, ask the vet tech to name t':Sure it's hard to say goodbye.Even arte,;-:- - '=':,,,eils,
still shed some tears. But I kno,,,,, he s g3 ^; :: ^.3c! home.
=
There will always be anoihe' ki:::^ ,', ^ i -==l! -.,' relp. lf
keep this cutie, !'ll ha'',,e :c 3,J(:
=::^::= s^:::'photos and
kno',',' i coulc ha',, e -(:',:3 c^: i':- ls: ., :::.s, That's powerful
incenlii'e :c e: ^ * ci, 3,
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Teach him to tolerate touch by gentle neck scratches using
1

8-inch back scratchers.

Monitor health
Because they're so tiny, a minor medical issue can

- - --

quickly become a full-blown emergency. Dr. Rigoni says to
'nonitor the kitten every day. "lf they're eating, peeing, poopng and playing,they're healthy." Always be on the lookout for
signs that your kitten feels poopy (See sidebar above).
When you partner with a shelter or rescue, they usually

catster.com
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